
RPS 600SL 6 STAGE
ELECTRONIC AIR PURIFER

MEDICAL GRADE AIR PURIFICATION

breathe easier
live better and longer

The RPS600SL functions as an air cleaner by helping 
to disinfect airborne microorganisms and removing 
particulates from the air. RPS600SL is a medical grade 
system that is one of the most advanced air purifiers on 
the market.

It is designed with premium in mind, in its beautiful 
contemporary styling on the outside, its sophisticated 
technology on the inside, and its airflow performance 
throughout.

The walls we use to shelter and protect us from the 

elements also trap airborne chemicals, gases, odour, 

bacteria and particles. There is a study that suggests 

that our dwellings may contain air that is 2-5 times, 

even 100 times more polluted than outside air.

Bring Fresh Air Inside

• 6 Stage filtration 

• Large capacity air flow

• Sound volume at an industry low level - 45db

• Washable pre-filter and two stage electrostatic 
precipitator

• Low maintenance and operating cost

• The RPS600SL is capable of moving approximately 
648,000 cubic feet of air per day, enough to 
exchange the air in a 2,000 sq. ft. home with 8ft. 
ceilings, an amazing 40 times per day!



The air is cleansed in six stages:
The washable Pre-Filter traps large dust particles.

The washable two-stage electrostatic precipitator captures airborne particles down to .01 microns. In the ionizing 
section of the electronic cell, billions of microscopic particles become electrically charged as they pass through 
the powerful electric field. The collector plates immediately attract and collect these 
charged dust and dirt particles.

The activated carbon filter adsorbs and reduces odors, chemicals, gases, reduces 
tobacco smoke and other odors.

The UV sterilization chamber kills bacteria and viral microorganisms such as 
influenza, TB and Legionnaire’s disease as well as other harmful contaminants.

The powerful UV light is reflected throughout the chamber coming in contact with 
the photo-catalytic filter. This powerful combination quickly and efficiently oxidizes 
household contaminants into simple water vapor and carbon dioxide. The unit also 
generates negative ions that freshen the air.

It’s like
Hand 

Sanitizer
for your

Indoor Air
The RPS600SL is designed to improve your home’s air quality,  
and help you breathe easier.

DON’T IGNORE YOUR HOME’S VERY  
REAL INDOOR AIR QUALITY PROBLEM.


